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troops in August; and immediately afterwards (September 13)
Quebec, which the French had been unable in their loss of
sea-power sufficiently to reinforce, was taken by Wolfe, who
was killed in the action, as was also his French opponent, Mont-
calm. It is to be noted that Pitt was the man who discovered
and used Wolfe, a young man of only thirty-three when he died.
Montreal was captured the year after (1760), and the whole
weight of the English resources in North America was at work
against the hopelessly insufficient defence of the isolated French.
It was this sea-power of England, free to act, which also
derided the fate of India. Clive had already defeated a large
native army at Plassey, in Bengal, in 1757. A French attempt
to recover their position, led by the son of an Irish refugee,
Laliy, failed against the superiority of the English power at
sea in 1758; by the same power Madras, which now he besieged,
was relieved in 1759, and another naval effort by the French
failed. In the first days of 1760 Sir Eyre Coote finally defeated
Lafly; Pondicherry, the principal French commercial settle-
meat, surrendered; it was restored, but, from the spring of
1761, the monopoly of English commerce for the future in the
East Indies was achieved.
Maria Theresa had long despaired of success, and the war
ended with the Treaty of Paris, signed on February 10, 1763.
The French had lost the fruits of aU their colonial efforts in the
East and West; the English were masters throughout North
America, where no further resistance could be offered to their
colonial expansion, and had for the future no European rivals
in their gradual acquisition of complete political power over
India. Such were the fruits of Rossbach.
Character and Failure of George EL While the Seven
Years War was in full swing, and at the height of the English
and Prussian successes therein, George II died, and his grand-
son, "the boy of German character, florid and virtuous, too fat
at twenty-three," succeeded, on Saturday, October 25, 1760.
Being young, there was put into his head the idea of acting
upon Bolingbroke's model, "the Patriot King"—in other words,
it was proposed to give some substance to the remaining shadow
of monarchy.
The proposition could not but fail. But the word 'king'
still had some weight in it; there was the power of choosing
ministers and influencing government in many other ways,
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